The Falcons’ Watch
Here is a story I learned from a Falcon. In not too far distant

But the Settled Societies became threatened of this empow-

times, nations were crumbling under the effort to obtain their

erment and ambassadors started to discuss the collective as a

pressured borders. But Humans had started to travel faster

governmental, though unsettled statehood. The sheer volume

than Falcons, exchanging knowledge in tongues that would

of roaming individuals had grown to such an immense num-

reach further than the oceans. Thus inspired, many left their

ber that a promise was made: the Peregrine Humans were

homes to roam the world. Settlers observed the new ideals

set free from territorial bounds as long as they would live in

and lifestyles with wariness and were eager to grow their

constant motion, moving on when they'd seen the sun rise

towers further and further into the skies. Soon, they relied

in the same place for more than 180 times.

on the Roamers as seasonal helpers in their race of building
the highest monuments of settled existence.

Many years passed and although the agreement was made,
the Settled and the Unsettled never felt at ease with one

Thus it was that the Peregrine Falcons shared a lot in com-

another. Whilst the elderly began to envy the travels of the

mon with the unsettled humans and became their constant

Peregrine, the Falcons warned: ‘They are Recreationalists who

companions. Feeling rooted in motion, common habits and

want to enjoy the freedom that has been granted to us. But

rituals emerged amongst the Peregrine Humans and legend-

they will settle and confuse the treaty once they grow tired! We

ary dances were used to tell tales of their travels whenever

Falcons won’t accompany them!’

they met.
But the Roamers would not listen. Due to the growth in
But being set loose from settled life, the Roamers missed out

numbers, the Settled nations had no choice but to acknowl-

on the protection of their home communities and started to

edge the Roaming Collective. Built on the principles of mo-

suffer from unkind oppression and abuse. While the Falcons

tion, a new form of government had emerged. Grounded in

witnessed such injustices and dived from the skies alerting

individuals rather than on territory, it was titled ‘Indivicracy’.

others, their call for help remained unheard for a long time.

Some young Roamers were so full of pride that they showcased their expressive and competitive dances to the settled

One day, a Falcon was called upon by a Human of the set-

societies. Known as the spectacular Motionists, they contrib-

tled society. Curious to know who he was, the Falcon asked

uted to the growing number of Roamers, Providers and Rec-

the stranger: ‘Who are you? You dance so differently!’ Hearing

reationalists and while their way of life had become widely

him out, the Falcons agreed to wear an extra pair of eyes,

known, the Falcons started to remove themselves from the

which would allow the Roamers to monitor each other's loca-

collective. The Humans had become peregrine again, but

tion and condition. From then on, The Provider of the Eyes

strong and powerful as they were, they had abandoned the

performed ‘The Watch of the Falcon’ and a fine and invisible

Falcons.’

web was spun to unite the roaming collective.
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